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Apollo Video Technology Awarded Yolo County Surveillance Video Contract
Evaluators rank the RoadRunner video surveillance system number one among candidates
WOODLAND, Calif., Sept. 21, 2009 – The Yolo County Transportation District (YCTD) has selected
Apollo Video Technology (www.avt-usa.com) to provide the district with 56 video surveillance systems
with the option for an additional 100 systems for YCTD or other transit property assignees. After a
rigid review and evaluation process, Apollo Video Technology’s RoadRunner video surveillance
system has been ranked number one by YCTD evaluators.
Each camera system provides YCTD with recording capabilities along with state-of-the-art Wi-Fi and
GPS. This will provide district officials with the ability to monitor real-time video, GPS data and
graphical route information of all district buses. In the event of an emergency, the system will allow
supervisors and law enforcement agencies to log-on remotely and view real-time video.
“By installing video surveillance systems on transit vehicles, district officials will be able to monitor bus
activity much more closely and respond immediately to safety or security concerns,” said Derek White,
western region sales director for Apollo Video Technology. "Using this cutting edge technology, district
officials can ensure that transit managers are equipped with the necessary tools to effectively and
efficiently monitor all transit operations."
The installed systems will include eight cameras on full-size buses and four on paratransit vehicles.
The contract also provides additional options for camera systems for Yuba Sutter Transit, Modoc
Transportation Agency and Tehama County.
"Video surveillance systems are a crucial component of any transit organization's operations and
safety initiatives," said Rodell Notbohm, general manager of Apollo Video Technology. “Yolo County
Transportation District is among a growing number of transit agencies who are deploying video
surveillance systems to better manage their fleet operations, while also improving safety and security”

About Apollo Video Technology
Apollo Video Technology (www.avt-usa.com) is a leading manufacturer of on-board and in-car digital
surveillance systems for public transit, school transportation, law enforcement, military, freight
transport, fire and EMS applications. With government and private-sector installations throughout
North American and worldwide, Apollo Video's Mil-Spec and SAE rated RoadRunner line of turnkey
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video and audio systems simplifies real-time video capture and reduces overall costs with exceptional
quality, durability and easy offloading of video.
Since its release in 2004, the RoadRunner system has been installed in over 240 agencies worldwide representing over 6,000 total implementations. Apollo Video Technology has been selected to provide
digital video and audio surveillance systems by prominent public agencies such as Chicago METRA,
King County METRO, Kansas City Area Transit Authority, Edmonton Transit System, Los Angeles
County Metro Transportation Authority, City of Lincoln Nebraska and Winnipeg Transit.
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